Photography Equipment Q&A

Nikon D3300 vs D5300?

- Not much. The photo quality is the same.
- The D5300 has a flip-out screen and GPS. GPS is useful if the patron needs geo tagging metadata.

Nikon D3300 vs Canon T3i?

- The D3300 is the better overall camera. It has higher resolution, faster shooting, and longer battery life.

DSLR vs Sony a6300 mirrorless?

- The a6300 is a much better overall camera in every aspect. It has much higher photo and video quality (4K), much faster autofocus, much faster shooting speed, and better low light performance.
- However, it is more difficult to use than the D3300/T3i. The menu system takes some time to learn.

Which lens should I use for portraits?

- For all the cameras, the kit lens will work well in most cases, but our fixed aperture and prime lenses will work best.
- For Nikon, the 35mm and 50mm primes are ideal.
- For Sony, the 35mm prime and 18-105mm fixed aperture zoom are ideal.
- For Canon, the 28mm prime can work for medium portraits.